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The Challenge

ABM Industries lacked a formal hiring process and suffered from:

Inconsistent Onboarding
Experience

Potential Compliance
Issues

ABM is a leading provider of facility solutions with revenues of approximately $4.9 billion and over 100,000 
employees in 300+ of�ces deployed throughout the United States and various international locations. ABM provides a 
range of services to extend the life of its clients’ building assets and facilities. ABM Industries Incorporated, which 
operates through its subsidiaries, was founded in 1909.

Without a central document repo, a new hire’s experience largely depended on whom they 
trained with. Often, new hires were given outdated and/or unapproved variations of training 
documentation. 

Many of AMB Industries’ new hires are required to complete safety and compliance training. 
Completion of this training was stored in various, siloed locations and was challenging to �nd 
quickly.

Limited Training
Insight

ABM Industries had dif�culties tracking if a new hire had completed a given training course or 
which version of the training the new hire recieved. This lack of data made it hard for 
management to make smart business decisions that would improve the training experience.
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The Solution

Very Limited Timeline

The Result

The standard timeline for a project with this level of custom development is �fteen weeks; 
however, ABM Industries needed this tool ready to demo at its global sales kick off 
meeting in seven weeks. Simplus completed in time and the demo was successful.

Training Simplus created training sessions that focused on the new items implemented and 
ensured that ABM Industries’ internal administrator would be able to maintain the system 
after go-live.

+

Third Party Integration Simplus integrated QuestionPro into Salesforce. All training courses, quizzes and videos 
are hosted on QuestionPro, which is visible on a custom Visualforce page in Salesforce.. 
Course progress and quiz results are then synched into Salesforce on the new hire’s 
Contact record. This also allowed ABM Industries to easily manage documents and other 
training materials.

Simplus helped ABM Industries with:

“ The Simplus team is fantastic to work with! They did a great job getting our project scoped and a solution outlined. 
The project team members are true experts in their �eld. They're always on top of things, keeping open lines of 
communication and never failing to deliver. Salesforce is going to be an amazing solution for our team and we're 
looking forward to working with Simplus more down the road. Highly recommended!

- Mike Rembish   Sr. VP, Commercial Revenue Growth

Custom Developed
Training Paths

Simplus developed custom training paths with thirteen main modules and �ve additional 
modules. This required Simplus to create custom objects, �elds, related lists, Visualforce 
pages, apex triggers and more.

Automations Simplus created work�ows to automatially assign onboarding to new hires on user start 
date, assign a task to the correct manager to review answers upon course completion and 
email new hires which courses were required.


